METRICS ON DIAGRAM GROUPS AND UNIFORM
EMBEDDINGS IN A HILBERT SPACE
G. N. ARZHANTSEVA, V. S. GUBA, AND M. V. SAPIR
Abstract. We give first examples of finitely generated groups having an intermediate, with values in (0, 1), Hilbert space compression
(which is a numerical parameter measuring the distortion required to
embed a metric space into Hilbert space). These groups include certain diagram groups. In particular, we show that the Hilbert space
compression of Richard Thompson’s group F is equal to 1/2, the
Hilbert space compression of Z o Z is between 1/2 and 3/4, and the
Hilbert space compression of Z o (Z o Z) is between 0 and 1/2. In general, we find a relationship between the growth of H and the Hilbert
space compression of Z o H.

1. Introduction
The study of uniform embeddings of metric spaces into Hilbert space was
initiated by Gromov.
Definition 1.1. Let (Γ, d) be a metric space. Let H be a separable Hilbert
space. A map f : Γ → H is said to be a uniform embedding [8] if there exist
non-decreasing functions ρ1 , ρ2 from [0, ∞) to itself such that
(1) ρ1 (d(x, y)) ≤ kf (x) − f (y)kH ≤ ρ2 (d(x, y)) for all x, y ∈ Γ;
(2) limr→+∞ ρi (r) = +∞ for i = 1, 2.
Gromov suggested that a finitely generated group G (viewed as a metric
space with a word length metric) uniformly embeddable into Hilbert space
should satisfy the Novikov Conjecture [9, page 67]. That was proved in [27],
see also [25, 18].
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Guoliang Yu introduced a Følner-type condition on finitely generated
groups G, called property A, which is a weak form of amenability and which
guaranties the existence of a uniform embedding of the metric space into
Hilbert space [27]. That property is interesting in itself because it turned out
to be equivalent to the exactness of G, and to the existence of an amenable
action of G on a compact space (see [26] for a detailed discussion of property
A).
Among “classical” groups for which property A has not been proved so
far, is the R. Thompson group F , which is the group of all piecewise linear
orientation preserving self-homeomorphisms of the unit interval with finitely
many dyadic singularities and all slopes integer powers of 2.
It is not known whether F is amenable or not, so the question about a
weak amenability is interesting.
It is worth noticing that, by a result of Niblo and Reeves, a group acting
properly and cellularly by isometries on a CAT(0) cubical complex has the
Haagerup property [23]. In particular, by a result of Farley [7], this holds for
diagram groups over finite semigroup presentations. Moreover, this holds for
all countable diagram groups because they can be embedded into a certain
“universal” diagram group [14] . It follows immediately from the definition
of the Haagerup property that such a group can be embedded uniformly into
Hilbert space. However, the interaction between the Haagerup property and
Guoliang Yu’s property A is rather complicated [5, Ch. 1.3], [17, 25]. Notice
that amenable groups satisfy both the Haagerup property and property A.
G has property A

=⇒

G is uniformly
embedded into

~
w
w?

G is a countable
diagram group

Hilbert space
~
w
w
=⇒

G acts properly and
cellularly by isometries
on a CAT(0)
cubical complex

=⇒

G has Haagerup
property

Guentner and Kaminker [17] introduced a natural quasi-isometry invariant of a group that shows how close to a quasi-isometry can a uniform
embedding of a group into a Hilbert space be.
Definition 1.2. (cf.[17, Def. 2.2]) The Hilbert space compression of a finitely generated discrete group G is the number R(G), which is the supremum of all α ≥ 0 for which there exists a uniform embedding of G into a
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Hilbert space with ρ1 (n) = Cnα with a constant C > 0 and linear ρ2 (see
Definition 1.1).
By [17], Hilbert space compression strictly greater than 1/2 implies property A. Any group that is not uniformly embeddable into a Hilbert space
(such groups exist by [10]) has Hilbert space compression 0. It is proved in
[17] that free groups have Hilbert space compression 1 (although there are
no quasi-isometric embeddings of a free group of rank > 1 into a Hilbert
space [2, 21]1). More generally, by Campbell and Niblo [4], any discrete
group acting properly, co-compactly on a finite dimensional CAT(0) cubical
complex has Hilbert space compression 1.
Note that till now there were no examples of groups with compression
strictly between 0 and 1.
One of our main results is the following.
Theorem 1.3. The Hilbert space compression of R. Thompson’s group F
equals 1/2.
In particular, this shows that the result by Guentner and Kaminker on
groups with compression strictly greater than 1/2 cannot be applied to
F . However, one can extract a stronger fact from [17]. Suppose that a
finitely generated group G has
√ a uniform embedding
√ into Hilbert space
with linear ρ2 (n) and ρ1 À n (i.e. limn→∞ ρ1 (n)/ n = ∞). The proof
of [17, Theorem 3.2] shows that property A holds for G√in this case. For
R. Thompson’s group F we actually show that ρ1 ≤ C n log n for some
constant C.
Question 1.4. Is it true that there exists
√ a uniform embedding of F into
Hilbert space with linear ρ2 and ρ1 À n?
If the answer is positive, then F has property A.
It is known [11, 13, 7] that geometric properties of F are better understood when F is considered as a diagram group. Recall that a diagram
group is the fundamental group of the space of positive paths on a directed
2-complex [14] (an equivalent definition in terms of semigroup presentations
from [11] is given below). For example, F is the diagram group of the dunce
hat considered as a directed 2-complex with one vertex, one edge x and one
directed cell x = x2 .
Our interest in uniform embeddings for diagram groups was stimulated
in part by a connection with certain metric properties of diagram groups
which have been studied independently before. Recall that elements of a
diagram group G can be represented by diagrams, which are plane cellular
1We thank D. Sonkin for bringing these papers to our attention.
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complexes subdivided into a number of regions (cells). This allows one to
introduce a canonical diagram metric distd on G such that the distd (g1 , g2 )
is the number of cells in the diagram with minimal number of cells representing the element g1−1 g2 . This metric is left invariant. It is proper provided
the corresponding directed 2-complex (semigroup presentation) is finite or
when the diagram group is finitely generated. It is known (this is proved in
Burillo [3] using a different terminology) that for the R. Thompson group
F considered as a diagram group of the dunce hat, the diagram metric is
bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the word metric. We say that a finitely generated diagram group satisfies property B if its diagram metric is bi-Lipschitz
equivalent to the word metric.
Theorem 1.5. ] The Hilbert space compression of a finitely generated diagram group with property B is at least 1/2.
Question 1.6. Do all finitely generated diagram groups satisfy property
B?
We think that is a very interesting question.
In [11, 14], it is proved that there are (finitely presented) diagram groups
containing all countable diagram groups as subgroups. Such diagram groups
are called universal . One of these diagram groups (in this paper it is denoted
by U ) corresponds to the semigroup presentation h x, a | x2 = x3 , ax = a i.
Theorem 1.7. The universal diagram group U satisfies property B.
Notice that Theorem 1.7 does not imply (at least directly) a positive
answer to Question 1.6. Indeed, U contains the direct product G = F2 × F2
of two free groups of rank 2 (which is a countable diagram group). By a
result of Mikhailova [22], the group G contains a non-recursively distorted
subgroup H. Hence the word metric on a diagram group may not be equivalent to the metric induced by the embedding of H into U . Certainly
Theorem 1.7 implies that all undistorted subgroups of U satisfy property B.
Clearly the diagram metric on a finitely generated diagram group does not
exceed a constant times the word metric. An easy argument shows that for
any finitely generated diagram group, there exists a recursive function f (n)
such that the word metric does not exceed f (distd ).
Besides the R. Thompson group F , the restricted wreath product Z o Z is
another typical representative of the class of diagram groups. It corresponds
to the presentation h a, b, b1 , b2 , c | ab = a, bc = c, b = b1 , b1 = b2 , b2 = b i
[13]. It also satisfies property B. Hence Theorem 1.5 can be applied. The
group Z o Z is amenable, so it satisfies property A, but the next theorem
shows that the compression of that group is not 1.
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Theorem 1.8. The Hilbert space compression of the restricted wreath product Z o Z belongs to [1/2, 3/4].
Question 1.9. What is the Hilbert space compression of Z o Z?
Finally we prove the following general result.
Theorem 1.10. Let H be a finitely generated group with a super-polynomial growth function. Then the Hilbert space compression of Z o H is at
most 1/2.
This theorem immediately implies
Corollary 1.11. The Hilbert space compression of the group Z o (Z o Z) is
at most 1/2.
Note that the group Z o (Z o Z) is amenable and so it satisfies property A.
Thus property A does not imply that Hilbert space compression is bigger
than 1/2. It is not known whether Z o (Z o Z) is a diagram group (the most
probable answer seems to be negative). Thus Theorem 1.5 does not apply
and we do not know if the Hilbert space compression of this group is exactly
1/2.
Question 1.12. What is the Hilbert space compression of the group Z o
(Z o Z)? Are there amenable groups with Hilbert space compression 0 or
arbitrary close to 0?
Finally, we would like to mention that our proof of Theorem 1.5 yields
actually a stronger result. Namely, a lower bound on the the equivariant
Hilbert space compression RG (G) which is the Hilbert space compression
defined by restricting to G-equivariant uniform embeddings of G into Hilbert
spaces equiped with actions of G by affine isometries [17, Section 5].
Theorem 1.13. The equivariant Hilbert space compression of a finitely
generated diagram group with property B is at least 1/2.
The estimate 1/2 cannot be improved since RG (G) > 1/2 implies
amenability [17] and there are non-amenable diagram groups with property B 2. Moreover, one can see from the proof that the diagram metric of a
finitely generated diagram group is a conditionally negative definite function
on the group. Recall that a function ψ : G → R,
ψ(g) = ψ(g −1 )
Psatisfying
−1
is said to be conditionally negative definite if
ψ(gi gj )ci cj ≤ 0 for all
P
n ∈ N and g1 , . . . , gn ∈ G, c1 , . . . , cn ∈ R such that
ci = 0. The existence
of a continious conditionally negative definite function ψ : G → [0, ∞) with
limg→∞ ψ(g) = ∞ is equivalent to the a-T-menability [1], hence to the
Haagerup approximation property [5]. For more applications see [16] and
references therein.
2We thank Y. de Cornulier for this remark.
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2. Preliminary information about diagram groups
2.1. Diagram groups. Let us briefly recall the concept of a diagram group
and some terminology from this area. Details can be found in [11]. For the
reasons of the present paper, it is enough to use the definition in terms of
semigroup presentations given in [11] rather than an equivalent definition
from [14].
Let X be an alphabet. We denote by X ∗ the set of all words over X and
by X + the set of all nonempty words. The length of a word w is denoted
by |w|.
Let P = h X | R i be a semigroup presentation. Here R consists of
ordered pairs of nonempty words over X. We always assume that if (u, v) ∈
R, then (v, u) ∈
/ R.
A triple of the form (p, u = v, q) is called an atomic 2-path, where p, q ∈
X ∗ , (u, v) ∈ R∪R−1 . The following labelled plane graph is called an atomic
diagram (over P):
u
s

p

s

s

q

s

v
Here each segment labelled by a word w is subdivided into |w| edges labelled
by the letters of w. (Segments have a left-to-right orientation.)
Notice that each atomic diagram has the top path (in our case it is labelled
by puq) and the bottom path (labelled by pvq). This atomic diagram is
defined uniquely by a 2-path (p, u = v, q) so we will often use this notation
for the atomic diagram itself.
Suppose that we have a sequence ∆1 , . . . , ∆k of atomic diagrams. Let
us consider the case when the bottom label of each ∆i (1 ≤ i < k) coincides
with the top label of ∆i+1 . We can thus identify the bottom path of ∆i with
the top path of ∆i+1 (1 ≤ i < k) to obtain the new labelled plane graph
denoted by ∆ := ∆1 ◦ · · · ◦ ∆k (the concatenation of the above atomic
diagrams). One can naturally define the top path (which will be the top
path of ∆1 ) and the bottom path (the bottom path of ∆k ) of ∆.
For every word w ∈ X + , we define the trivial diagram denoted by ε(w),
which is the interval labelled by w. Its top and bottom paths coincide with
itself.
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Definition 2.1. A diagram ∆ over a semigroup presentation P is either a
trivial diagram, or a concatenation of atomic diagrams over P. The diagrams are considered identical whenever they are isotopic as labelled plane
graphs.
For a diagram ∆, its top and bottom paths will be denoted by d∆e and
b∆c, respectively. They start at the same vertex denoted by ι(∆) and end at
the same vertex denoted by τ (∆). The diagram itself is situated “between”
its top and bottom paths. If w0 is the label of the top path of ∆ and w00 is
the label of its bottom path, then we say that ∆ is a (w0 , w00 )-diagram.
Given two diagrams ∆0 and ∆00 , one can define their concatenation denoted by ∆0 ◦ ∆00 , provided the labels of b∆0 c and d∆00 e coincide.
For every word w ∈ X + , the set of all (w, w)-diagrams over P forms a
monoid with ε(w) as a unit.
For any diagram ∆, by ∆−1 we denote the mirror image of ∆ with respect
to the axis connecting ι(∆) and τ (∆)). Clearly, the top (bottom) path of
∆ becomes the bottom (top) path of ∆−1 .
Here is an example of two diagrams over h x | x3 = x2 i:

s

s
s
s
s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s
s
s

s

s
s

s
s

s
s

The label of each edge of these diagrams is x.
Notice that each cell in a diagram can be considered as a diagram itself.
If the cell corresponds to a relation u = v, we shall denote this diagram by
(u = v).
Let ∆ be a diagram over P. Suppose that it contains a pair of cells π 0 , π 00
such that the bottom path of π 0 coincides with the top path of π 00 and the
top label of π 0 equals the bottom label of π 00 . In this case we say that the
cells π 0 and π 00 form a dipole in ∆. One can define the operation of removing
the dipole. Namely, given a dipole formed by π 0 , π 00 , we first remove the
common boundary of these cells and then glue dπ 0 e with bπ 00 c (the paths
we glue have the same label). We get a new diagram over P that has fewer
cells. Proceeding in such a way, we get to a diagram that has no dipoles,
called a reduced diagram.
Kilibarda [19, 20] proved that the process of cancelling dipoles in diagrams is confluent, that is, the result does not depend on the order in
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which we remove the dipoles. Two diagrams are called equivalent if the
corresponding reduced diagrams are the same.
For every word w ∈ X + , the set of all reduced (w, w)-diagrams with
operation “concatenation followed by removing all dipoles” is a group [11,
Lemma 5.2], denoted by D(P, w).
Definition 2.2. The group D(P, w) is called a diagram group over a semigroup presentation P with base w.
Example 1. [11, Ex. 6.4] The diagram group D(P, x) over the semigroup
presentation P = h x | x2 = x i with base x is R. Thompson’s group F that
has the following group presentation:
h x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . | xj xi = xi xj+1 (j > i) i.
There is one more important binary operation on diagrams. Given two
diagrams ∆1 , ∆2 over P, one can identify τ (∆1 ) and ι(∆2 ). This gives a
new diagram over P denoted by ∆1 + ∆2 . This operation is associative but
not commutative.
2.2. Universal diagram groups. In [14], Guba and Sapir found finitely
presented diagram groups each of which contains every countable diagram
group as a subgroup. Such diagram groups are called universal . For instance, the diagram group U = D(P, a), where P = h x, a | x3 = x2 , ax = a i
is universal. It has the following Thompson-like group presentation:
h x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . | xj xi = xi xj+1 (j − i > 1) i.
xn−2

It is easy to see that U can be generated by x0 , x1 , x2 . Indeed, xn = x2 0
for all n ≥ 3 (ab = b−1 ab by definition). (In fact this group is finitely
presented [14].)
We are going to describe explicitly the procedure of expressing an element
of U as a word in generators x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . . Let g ∈ U be represented by an
(a, a)-diagram ∆ over P. One can decompose ∆ into a product of atomic
diagrams. It is easy to see that the atomic diagrams that can occur have the
form (1, a = ax, xm )² , where m ≥ 0, ² = ±1 or the form (axk , x2 = x3 , xm )² ,
where k, m ≥ 0, ² = ±1. In the first case we assign the identity to the
atomic diagram and in the second case we assign to it the element x²m .
Multiplying these elements, we get an expression for the element g ∈ U ,
see [14, Section 6].
Given a diagram Ξ over h x | x3 = x2 i, we can canonically assign a
diagram ∆ over h x, a | x3 = x2 , ax = a i as follows. First we take the sum
ε(a) + Ξ and then add a number of cells of the form a = ax on the top
to make the top label equal a. Then we add a number of cells of the form
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ax = a on the bottom in order to make the bottom label also equal a. The
result is an (a, a)-diagram that represents an element of the group U .
On the above picture, where two diagrams over h x | x3 = x2 i are drawn,
the described operation leads to the following elements of U , respectively:
−1 −2 −1
−1
x3 x−1
1 x0 x3 x1 and x1 x0 . Notice that the way to decompose a diagram
into the product of atomic factors is not unique in general. For the first
case, we always chose the rightmost cell that can be included into the next
atomic factor. This procedure will be described later in details.
3. Main Results
Definition 3.1. Let M be a set and p, q : M → [0, ∞) be arbitrary functions. Then p ¹ q if there exists a constant c > 0 such that p(m) ≤ cq(m)
for every m ∈ M . These functions are equivalent, p ∼ q, if p ¹ q and q ¹ p.
Let G be a group generated by a set Σ. For any g ∈ G, we denote by `Σ (g)
the length of the shortest word over Σ±1 that represents g. Notice that if
G is finitely generated, then all functions of the form `Σ are equivalent for
all finite sets of generators. Therefore, the function g 7→ `(g) is unique up
to equivalence. The function ` on G defines the word length metric on G as
follows: the (word) distance between g1 , g2 ∈ G is `(g1−1 g2 ).
We will also omit the subscript Σ on ` if the generating set of G is clear.
Let G = D(P, w) be a diagram group over a semigroup presentation P
with base w. Let ψ : H ,→ G be an embedding of a finitely generated group
H into G.
Definition 3.2. We say that ψ : H ,→ G is a B-embedding, whenever
#(h) ∼ `(h) for all h ∈ H. Here #(h) is the number of cells in the reduced (w, w)-diagram representing ψ(h).
An obvious argument implies that #(g) ¹ `(g) in all cases. Indeed, let
C be the maximum number of cells that represent generators of H. Then
any element that has length n in these generators can be represented by a
diagram over P with at most Cn cells.
However, not every embedding of the above form is a B-embedding.
Example 2. Let us consider the direct product G = F2 × F2 of two free
groups of rank 2. It is known that this is a diagram group, see, for example, [11, Section 8]. By a well-known result of Mikhailova [22], there is
a finitely generated subgroup H in G with undecidable membership problem. This implies that no recursive function f (n) can have the property
`(h) ≤ f (#(h)) for all h ∈ H.
The most important case is when G = D(P, w) is a finitely generated
diagram group and H = G with the identical embedding ψ.
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Definition 3.3. A finitely generated diagram group G = D(P, w) over a
semigroup presentation P with base w has property B whenever the identical
embedding G ,→ G is a B-embedding.
In other words, for all g ∈ G, one has #(g) ∼ `(g), where #(g) is the
number of cells in the reduced diagram representing g.
Notice that we cannot simply say that G has property B itself. This
concept depends on the presentation P and base w.
R. Thompson’s group F has property B as a diagram group over
h x | x2 = x i with base x. This immediately follows from a result of Burillo
[3].
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let G be a finitely generated group that can be Bembedded into a diagram group. We need to show that the Hilbert space
compression of G is at least 1/2.
Given a diagram group D(P, w), let us build the following geometric
object associated with this group. Let us take all reduced diagrams over
P that have w as a top label. We identify all top paths of these diagrams.
This gives a 1-path p labelled by w.
Suppose that there are two reduced (w, ·)-diagrams ∆1 , ∆2 with decompositions of the form ∆i ≡ ∆0i ◦ ∆00i , where i = 1, 2 and ∆01 , ∆02 are isotopic.
Then we identify ∆01 with ∆02 via this isotopy. We do that for all pairs
of diagrams and all decompositions of them with the above property. The
object we get as a result is a directed 2-complex T , which turns out to be a
rooted 2-tree in the sense of [14]. This directed 2-complex can be viewed as
a semigroup presentation if we assign different labels to different edges and
consider pairs of words written on the boundaries of the cells as relations.
It is proved in [14] that for any path q in T with the same endpoints as p
there exists a unique reduced (p, q)-diagram over T .
Let F be the set of all geometric 2-cells of T . By RF we denote the
vector space over R with F as a basis. Clearly, this vector space is a subset
in Hilbert space H = `2 (F).
Every element g of the diagram group D(P, w) can be uniquely represented by a reduced (w, w)-diagram ∆. This diagram can be naturally
embedded into T . (The top of the diagram is identified with the path p
under this embedding.) Let us assign to g a function φg from F to R,
where φg (f ) = 1 if f ∈ F is contained in the image of ∆ under the above
embedding and φg (f ) = 0 otherwise.
So we have a mapping φ : D(P, w) → H from the diagram group D(P, w)
to H defined by the rule g 7→ φg .
As we have already mentioned in the introduction, one can define a canonical diagram metric on D(P, w) as follows: given two elements g1 , g2 ∈
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D(P, w), one can define the diagram distance, denoted by distd (g1 , g2 ) between these elements as the number of cells in the reduced diagram over P
representing g1−1 g2 .
Suppose that the diagram distance between two diagrams ∆1 , ∆2 from
D(P, w) equals n. Let us consider the images of the diagrams ∆i (i = 1, 2)
¯ i (i = 1, 2), where Ψ is the
in T . They can be decomposed as ∆i ≡ Ψ ◦ ∆
¯ 1, ∆
¯2
“greatest common divisor” of ∆1 and ∆2 . In this case we see that ∆
¯
¯2
do not have common cells in T . The total number of cells in ∆1 and ∆
F
equals n. Since φg1 − φg2 , as an element of R is a vector whose coordinates
are 0, 1 or −1, and the number
√ of non-zero coordinates is n, we conclude
that the norm of φg1 − φg2 is n.
Now given a finitely generated group G, which is B-embedded into a diagram group D(P, w), we see that the word length metric in G is equivalent
to the diagram metric induced on G as a subset in D(P, w). Therefore, for
some positive constants C1 , C2 one has inequalities
p
p
C1 dist(g1 , g2 ) ≤ kφg1 − φg2 k ≤ C2 dist(g1 , g2 ) ≤ C2 dist(g1 , g2 ).
Hence the Hilbert space compression of G is at least 12 .

¤

We will use the following result which is a generalization of the wellknown parallelogram theorem to higher dimensions [6]. Namely, let E n ⊂
Rn be an n-dimensional hypercube. Suppose that we have a mapping of
the set of vertices of E n into a metric space M . In this case we will say
that we have a skew cube in M . For every edge of E n (there are exactly
2n−1 n of them), by an edge of the skew cube we will mean the distance
in M between the images of the endpoints of the edge. Similarly, for each
(long) diagonal of E n (which connects opposite vertices of E n ) we consider
the corresponding diagonal of the skew cube.
Lemma 3.4. (Skew Cube Inequality [6]) For every skew cube in a Hilbert
space, the sum of squares of its diagonals does not exceed the sum of squares
of its edges.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We need to prove that the Hilbert space compression
of R. Thompson’s group F equals 1/2.
The fact that the compression is at least 1/2, follows from Theorem 1.5.
For any n ≥ 0, let us define 2n elements of F that commute pairwise. All
these elements will be reduced (x, x)-diagrams over P = h x | x2 = x i. For
n = 0, let ∆ be the diagram that corresponds to the generator x0 . Namely,
if π is the diagram that consists of one cell of the form x = x2 , then ∆ is
π ◦ (ε(x) + π) ◦ (π + ε(x))−1 ◦ π −1 by definition. It has 4 cells.
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Suppose that n ≥ 1 and we have already constructed diagrams ∆i (1 ≤
i ≤ 2n−1 ) that commute pairwise. For every i we consider two (x2 , x2 )diagrams: ε(x) + ∆i and ∆i + ε(x). We get 2n spherical diagrams with base
x2 that obviously commute pairwise. It remains to conjugate them to obtain
2n spherical diagrams with base x having the same property. Namely, we
take π ◦ (ε(x) + ∆i ) ◦ π −1 and π ◦ (∆i + ε(x)) ◦ π −1 .
Let us denote the elements of F obtained in this way by gi (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n ).
These elements define a 2n -dimensional skew cube in F . It follows easily
from the construction that each gi has exactly 2n + 4 cells as a diagram.
So the word length of each gi is O(n). Now for any ²i = ±1 (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n )
we consider the product of the form g = g1²1 · · · g2²2nn . It is easy to see from
definitions that the diagram that represents g has the form Γn ◦ (∆²1 +
· · · + ∆²2n ) ◦ Γ−1
n , where Γn is defined by induction in the following way:
Γ0 = π, Γk+1 = π ◦ (Γk + Γk ) (k ≥ 0). In particular, the number of cells
in Γn equals 2n − 1 and so g is represented by a diagram with exactly
2(2n − 1) + 4 · 2n = 3 · 2n+1 − 2 cells. Since F satisfies property B, the word
length of an element g = g1²1 · · · g2²2nn will be at least C2n , where C > 0 is a
constant that does not depend on the ²i ’s.
Now consider a uniform embedding of F into a Hilbert space H with
linear ρ2 . In the image of our skew cube in F formed by g1 , . . . , g2n ,
each edge will be equal to O(n). The Skew Cube Inequality implies that
there exists a diagonal
of the corresponding skew cube in H that does not
√
n
exceed O(n) · 2n = O(n2 2 ). This means that some points in F that
were at distance d ≥ C2n from
each other will be mapped to points in
√
n
2
H at distance O(n2 ) = O( d log2 d). Therefore, the compression cannot
exceed 1/2.
¤
In order to prove Theorem 1.7, we need the following simple construction, called the rightmost decomposition of a diagram. The idea of such a
decomposition applied to the presentation h x | x2 = x i was used in [12] to
get a new normal form for the elements of R. Thompson’s group F .
Definition 3.5. (Rightmost decomposition of a diagram) Let ∆ be a diagram over a semigroup presentation P. A rightmost decomposition of the
diagram ∆ into a product of atomic factors is defined as follows. We proceed by induction on the number of cells in ∆. If ∆ has no cells, then the
product has no factors. Let ∆ have cells. Then it has at least one top cell (a
cell whose top path is a subpath in the top path of ∆). Let us consider the
rightmost top cell π of ∆. Let d∆e = p dπe q. Then ∆ is a concatenation
of an atomic diagram Π = ε(p) + π + ε(q) and some diagram ∆0 that has
fewer cells. (Here ∆0 is obtained from ∆ by deleting the path dπe.) Taking
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the product of Π and the rightmost decomposition of ∆0 , we obtain the
rightmost decomposition of ∆.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let P = h x, a | x3 = x2 , ax = a i. We need to prove
that the universal diagram group U = D(P, a) has property B.
Let ∆ be an (a, a)-diagram over P with N cells. It suffices to prove that
the element g ∈ U represented by ∆ has length at most KN in generators
x0 , x1 , x2 , where K > 0 is a constant independent on g.
Let e0 be the top edge of ∆. Suppose that there is an (a, ax)-cell whose
top edge coincides with e0 . Then we denote by e1 the edge labelled by a on
the bottom path of this cell. If e1 is the top path of an (a, ax)-cell, then e2
denotes the edge on the bottom path of this cell labelled by a. Proceeding
in such a way, we finally obtain a sequence of edges e0 , . . . , ek (k ≥ 0).
Analogously, changing in the previous paragraph top by bottom, we define the sequence of edges f0 , . . . , fm (m ≥ 0), where f0 is the bottom
edge of ∆. A very easy geometric observation is that ek must coincide
with fm . It is also easy to see that ∆ is a concatenation of the form
∆ = ∆1 ◦(ε(a)+∆0 )◦∆2 , where ∆1 consists of (a, ax)-cells only, ∆2 consists
of (ax, a)-cells only and ∆0 is an (xk , xm )-diagram over P 0 = h x | x3 = x2 i.
Let us apply the rightmost decomposition to ε(a) + ∆0 . Each factor is
an atomic diagram of the form (axs , x2 = x3 , xt )² , where s, t ≥ 0, ² =
±1. According to the description of U given in subsection 2.2, this atomic
diagram corresponds to x²t . (Notice also that no generators correspond to
atomic diagram with (a, ax)-cells and/or their inverses.)
Therefore, the rightmost decomposition of ∆0 allows us to decompose g
as a product (in U ) of the form
(1)

g = x²j11 · · · x²jrr with ²i = ±1,

where r = N − k − m is the number of cells in ∆0 . We need to establish
some easy properties of the subscripts and the superscripts in (1).
Suppose that (1) contains a subword of the form x²i xj . Then we claim
that i ≤ j + 1. Indeed, otherwise the cell that corresponds to xj is located
to the right of the cell corresponding to x²i . (One can also see that i > j + 1
would imply that x²i xj equals xj x²i+1 in U .)
Now suppose that (1) contains a subword of the form x²i x−1
j . In this case
we claim that i ≤ j + 2. (Now i > j + 2 would also imply that the cell that
corresponds to x−1
is located to the right of the one corresponding to x²i .
j
² −1
²
The element xi xj would be also equal to x−1
j xi−1 in U .)
For every j ≥ 0 we replace each letter xj in (1) by the word u−1
j vj uj ,
where uj = 1, vj = xj if j = 0, 1 and uj = x0j−2 , vj = x2 if j ≥ 2. We get
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the following word W in generators x0 , x1 , x2 :
²1
²r
−1 ²2
W = u−1
j1 vj1 uj1 uj2 vj2 · · · vjr ujr .

Since xj = u−1
j vj uj in U , the word W represent the same element g ∈ U .
Now let Wi denote the freely irreducible form of the word uji u−1
ji+1 for all
1 ≤ i < r. It is also convenient to define the words W0 = u−1
and
Wr = ujr .
j1
We are going to estimate the length of the word
W = W0 vj²11 W1 · · · vj²rr Wr .
We know that |W0 | = j1 ≤ k − 2 (the first cell chosen in ∆0 is at a
distance j1 from the rightmost point of ∆ and the length of its top path is
at least 2). Analogously, |Wr | = jr ≤ m − 2. Also |vj1 | + · · · + |vjr | = r. So
we estimate some part of the length of W as follows:
(2)

|W0 | + |Wr | + |vj1 | + · · · + |vjr | ≤ k + m + r − 4 < N.

It remains to estimate the sum |W1 | + · · · + |Wr−1 |. It is easy to see from
the definitions that |Wi | ≤ |ji+1 − ji | for all 1 ≤ i < r. Let I P
be the set of all
1 ≤ i < r such that ji > ji+1 . Then |W1 | + · · · + |Wr−1 | ≤ 1≤i<r |ji+1 −
P
P
ji | = S1 + S2 , where S1 = i∈I (ji − ji+1 ) and S2 = i∈I
/ (ji+1 − ji ).
For every i ∈ I, we know that ji − ji+1 ≤ 2. Therefore, S1 ≤ 2|I| ≤
2(r − 1) < 2r. On the other hand,
X
S2 − S1 =
(ji+1 − ji ) = jr − j1 ≤ jr ≤ m − 2 < k + m = N − r.
1≤i<r

This gives S2 = S1 + (S2 − S1 ) < N + r and so S1 + S2 < N + 3r ≤ 4N .
Using (2), we finally have
|W | = (|W0 | + |Wr | + |vj1 | + · · · + |vjr |) + (|W1 | + · · · + |Wr−1 |) < 5N.
So our statement is true for K = 5.
Notice that the constant here is not optimal.

¤

Let us recall the definition of the (restricted) wreath product of groups.
Let G, H be two groups. If φ is a function from H to G, then the support of
φ is the set supp(φ) = { b ∈ H | φ(b) 6= 1 }. The restricted wreath product
GoH of the above groups will consist of all pairs of the form (b, φ), where b ∈
H and φ is a function from H to G with finite support. The group operation
is defined in the standard way, that is, (b1 , φ1 )(b2 , φ2 ) = (b1 b2 , φb12 φ2 ), where
φβ (b) = φ(bβ) by definition (β ∈ H). For each of the groups G, H we have
a canonical embedding into G o H. Namely, a 7→ (1, φa ), where φa (1) = a,
φa (b) = 1 whenever b 6= 1. Also b 7→ (b, 1), where 1 is the function from H
to G that takes all elements to 1.
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We will deal with restricted wreath products of finitely generated groups.
If we fix some generating sets for G and for H, then the union of these sets
(via canonical embeddings) will generate G o H. Hence we have three length
functions: on G, on H, and on G o H. For simplicity, we will always freely
speak about lengths in each of these three groups provided the generating
sets for G and for H are clear. The same will concern Cayley graphs of
these groups. The same symbol ` will be used to denote the length function
for each of these groups. This will not lead to a confusion.
Working with lengths, we need the following fact proved in [24] (see
Theorem 1.2).
Lemma 3.6. Let G, H be finitely generated groups with fixed generating
sets.
Then the length of an element (b, φ) ∈ G o H is equal to the sum
P
`(φ(β)) + M , where `(a) is the length of a ∈ G and M is the length of
the shortest path in the Cayley graph of H starting at the identity, ending
at b and visiting each element of supp(φ) at least once. The sum is taken
over all β ∈ supp(φ).
Let G = D(P, w) be a diagram group. We say that the base w is protected
if w is a letter such that w = uwv modulo P implies that both words u,
v are empty (for any u, v). For any diagram group G = D(P, w), one can
construct a new semigroup presentation P 0 adding 3 new letters a, b, c to
the alphabet and one new defining relation a = bwc. It is not hard to see
that G will be isomorphic to the diagram group D(P 0 , a), where the base a
is now protected.
It is shown in [13, Theorem 11] that, given a diagram group G = D(P, y)
with protected base y, one can construct a new semigroup presentation P̄
adding two new letters x, z to the alphabet and two new defining relations
x = xy, yz = z (see also Example 10 before the theorem we refer to). In this
situation, the diagram group D(P̄, xz) will be isomorphic to the restricted
wreath product G o Z. (The concept of a protected base we gave slightly
differs from the original one although the proof goes without any essential
changes.) Now we are going to prove that if G has property B (as a diagram
group over P) then G o Z also has property B (as a diagram group over P̄).
Lemma 3.7. In the above notation, if G = D(P, y) has property B, then
G o Z = D(P̄, xz) also has property B.
Proof. It suffices to prove that any diagram over P̄ with N cells has length
O(N ) in the group G o Z. Any reduced (xz, xz)-diagram over P̄ can be
obtained as follows. Let us take finitely many (y, y)-diagrams over P and
let Ξ be their sum. Now let us add a few cells of the form x = xy and
a few cells of the form z = yz to the diagram ε(x) + Ξ + ε(z) on the top
in order to make the top label equal xz. Then we add a few cells of the
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form xy = x and yz = z on the bottom to make the bottom label also
equal xz. The result is an (xz, xz)-diagram ∆. Let us denote by o the
vertex on the bottom path of ∆ that splits this path into the product of
two edges. Clearly, the vertex o is contained in Ξ and splits it into a sum.
Let Ξ = Ξk + · · · + Ξ0 + Ξ−1 + · · · + Ξ−m , where each Ξj (−m ≤ j ≤ k)
is a (y, y)-diagram and the vertex o subdivides Ξ into the sum of the two
summands. All the Ξj that form the first summand satisfy j ≥ 0, the ones
that form the second summand satisfy j < 0. (Notice that each of the
summands can be empty.)
Let gj ∈ G be the element of D(P, y) represented by Ξj (−m ≤ j ≤ k).
We also define gj = 1 for any integer j not in [−m, k]. Then, according
to [13, Example 10], the diagram ∆ represents the element h of the group
G o h t i of the following form: (td , φ), where d, φ are defined as follows. The
exponent d on t is the difference between the number of (z, yz)-cells and the
number of (yz, z)-cells in ∆. The function φ from Z = h t i is defined by the
rule φ(tj ) = gj for any integer j.
It remains to estimate the length of h. We will use Lemma 3.6. We see
that the length of h equals
(3)

k
X

`(gj ) + M,

j=−m

where M is the length of the shortest path in the Cayley graph of Z = h t i
that starts at the identity, ends at td and visits all those vertices tj for
which gj 6= 1. It is clear that M ≤ 2(k + m + 1) + |d|. Obviously, |d| does
not exceed the number of cells in ∆. It is also clear that k + m + 1 is the
number of (x, xy)-cells plus the number of (z, yz)-cells in ∆. This implies
M = O(N ).
Since G = D(P, y) has property B, there exists a constant C > 0 such
that the length of each g ∈ G does not exceed C · #(g), where #(g) denotes
the number of cells in the reduced diagram over P representing g. Therefore,
the first summand in (3) does not exceed C(#(g−m ) + · · · + #(g0 ) + · · · +
#(gk )) ≤ CN . Thus we finally have that the length of h in GoZ is O(N ). ¤
Corollary 3.8. Let P = h a, b, b1 , b2 , c | ab = a, bc = c, b = b1 , b1 = b2 , b2 =
b i. Then the restricted wreath product Z o Z has property B as a diagram
group D(P, ac).
Indeed, Z is the diagram group over h b, b1 , b2 | b = b1 , b1 = b2 , b2 = b i
with protected base b.
Let H be a finitely generated group with fixed generating set. By its
growth function γ(n) (with respect to this set of generators) we mean the
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number of elements in the ball of radius n around the identity in the Cayley
graph of H.
Theorems 1.8 and 1.10 will follow from the next result.
Theorem 3.9. Let H be a finitely generated group with fixed generating set.
Suppose that its growth function satisfies the condition γ(n) º nk for some
k > 0. Then the Hilbert space compression α of the group Z o H satisfies the
following inequality:
1 + k/2
α≤
.
1+k
Proof. Let x be a generator of Z in the wreath product ZoH. Every element
in Z o H is a pair (b, φ) where b ∈ H, φ is a function g 7→ xmg from H to Z
with finite support.
Let Bn be the ball of radius n around 1 in the Cayley graph of H.
Consider the set
Xn = { wb = b−1 x2n+1−|b| b | b ∈ Bn },
where `(b) is the length of b. Obviously, wb has the form (1, φb ) in Z o H,
where the support of φb is { b } and φb (b) = x2n+1−`(b) . Notice that `(xr ) =
|r| in h x i for all r ∈ Z. Hence by Lemma 3.6, the length of wb in Z o H
equals 2n + 1 − `(b) + M , where M = 2`(b). Therefore, `(wb ) = 2n + 1 + `(g)
is always between 2n + 1 and 3n + 1. Clearly, all elements of Xn pairwise
commute. The number of them is exactly γ(n).
It is easy to see that
Q for every choice of ²b ∈ { 1, −1 }, b ∈ Bn , the length
of the element w = b∈Bn wb²b is greater than nγ(n). Indeed, w has the
form (1, φ) in Z o H, where supp(φ) = Bn and φ(b) = x2n+1−`(b) for all
b ∈ Bn . Hence the length of w is at least
X
X
`(φ(b)) =
(2n + 1 − `(b)) > nγ(n)
b∈Bn

b∈Bn

by Lemma 3.6.
Consider the skew cube spanned by Xn in Z o H and its image in H under
the uniform embedding f . The sides of the skew cube in H do not exceed
Cn for some constant n since our group is finitely generated. So the sum of
squares of sides does not exceed C 2 2γ(n)−1 γ(n)n2 . On the other hand, the
number of diagonals is 2γ(n)−1 . Hence by the Skew Cube Inequality,
pthere
exists a diagonal of the skew cube in H which does not exceed Cn γ(n).
Thus there exist two points in the Cayley graph of p
G at distance d ≥ nγ(n)
whose images under f are at distance at most Cn γ(n). If ρ1 (d) = Kdα
for p
some constant K > 0 in the definition of the uniform embedding, then
Cn γ(n) ≥ K(nγ(n))α . Hence
n1−α º (γ(n))α−1/2 º nk(α−1/2) .
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This implies 1 − α ≥ k(α − 1/2) and so α ≤ (1 + k/2)/(1 + k).

¤

Theorem 3.10. The Hilbert space compression of the restricted wreath product Z o Z belongs to [1/2; 3/4].
Proof. The lower bound follows from Theorem 1.5 and the fact that Z o Z
satisfies property B as a diagram group D(P, ac) over P = h a, b, b1 , b2 , c |
ab = a, bc = c, b = b1 , b1 = b2 , b2 = b i (Corollary 3.8).
The upper bound follows from Theorem 3.9 with G = Z. Indeed, the
growth function of Z is linear, that is, γ(n) º nk for k = 1. Hence α ≤
(1 + k/2)/(1 + k) = 3/4.
¤
Recall that a finitely generated group has a super-polynomial growth
whenever its growth function γ(n) exceeds nk for all k ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.11. Let H be a finitely generated group with super-polynomial
growth. Then the Hilbert space compression of Z o H is at most 1/2.
Proof. Indeed, γ(n) º nk implies α ≤ (1 + k/2)/(1 + k). The right-hand
side of this inequality approaches 1/2 as k → ∞.
¤
Corollary 3.12. The Hilbert space compression of the group Z o (Z o Z) is
at most 1/2.
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